We show that multipliers on subsemigroups of the real line can be extended to multipliers on groups.
m f(r,s)f(r + s,t) = f(s,t)f(r,s + t), U f(t,0) = f(0,t) = l for every r, s, t e G+ (resp. G). We say that two multipliers f and f2 on G+ are similar if there is a measurable function a: G+ -> T satisfying (2» '*•<>=»*<*•<> for every s, t e G+ .
Let M'(G+) be the set of all multipliers on G+ . Then M'{G+) is an abelian group under pointwise multiplication. We say that a multiplier / on G+ is trivial or exact if it is of the form (3) f(s,t) = a(s + t)/a(s)a(t)
for some measurable a: G+ -► T. The set of all trivial multipliers form a subgroup Mq(G+) of M'(G+). Finally, the multiplier group is defined by M(G+) = M'(G+)/M()(G+). The group M(G) is defined similarly [7] .
We will show that every multiplier on the semigroup G+ can be extended to a multiplier on the whole group G, thus reducing the study of semigroup multipliers to the study of group multipliers. Our main tool is an algebraic result that states that certain semigroups can be embedded in groups. We begin by summarizing some known results on semigroup theory. The reader can find more detail in [3, Chapter 1] . In accordance with [3] , we use algebraists' notations: functions act on the right and compositions of functions go from left to right.
Let S be a multiplicative semigroup that satisfies the cancellation law, has an identity e, and has no idempotent other than e. By &~(S), we mean the semigroup of all mappings from 5" into S, with composition of functions being the semigroup operation. The regular representation of S is the map p: S -► &~{S) defined by xpa -xa for a, x e S. The map p is a. faithful representation (i.e., a 1-1 homomorphism), so we can identify S with its image p{S). Note that each pa is 1-1 since S1 satisfies the cancellation law.
By £P3?~{S), we mean the set of all 1-1 functions from a subset of 5 onto another subset of S. For a e &!7~{S), we let dom(a) and ran(a) be the domain and range of a . respectively. The inverse of a, denoted a-1 , is then a 1-1 map from ran(a) onto dom(a). We include in S^^{S) the function that sends the empty set of S onto the empty set of S and denote this function by <C>. Suppose a, P e S°^{S). If ran(a) n dom()S) ^ 0 then we define a/? to be the usual composition of functions with dom(a/?) = (ran(a) ndom(/?))a_1 . If ran(a) n dom(/?) = 0, define a/? = 0 . This operation turns &>&~{S) into a semigroup. In fact, it is an inverse semigroup in the sense that every element a of &&~{S) has a unique inverse P , i.e., an element P satisfying a/?a = a and pap = p (take p = a~x). Note that p{S) C 9^{S).
The conditions we put on S so far are not strong enough to guarantee that S be embedded in a group. What is needed is the following condition (4) Sa n Sb / 0 for every a, b e S. When this condition is satisfied, we embed 5 in a group as follows. Let Z be the subsemigroup of &>&~(S) generated by p(S) and p{S)~x . Equivalently, Z is the inverse subsemigroup of &&~{S) generated by p(S). When a, P e Z, we define a ~ /? if a and /? are extensions of some y e Z, i. A multiplier / on G+ (resp. G) is symmetric if f(s, t) = /(/, s) for every s, t eG+ (resp. G). Theorem 1. Every multiplier f on G+ can be extended to a multiplier on G. Furthermore, if f is symmetric then it has a symmetric extension. def Proof. On 5 = G+xT, define an operation by (s,P)(t,y) = (s + t,pyf(s,t)).
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The multiplier condition (1) implies that this operation is associative, hence S is a semigroup. The identity of 51 is (0, 1). It is easy to show that S satisfies the cancellation law and contains no idempotents other than (0, 1). Furthermore, condition (4) is satisfied, i.e., S(s,p)f)S(t,y)^0 for every (s, P), (t, y) e S. Indeed suppose, without loss of generality, that s < t. Then the above intersection contains the element (t-s,ypf(t~s,s))(s,p) = (0, l)(t,y).
It follows that S can be embedded in a group as in the preceding discussion.
We claim that H = {[P(t,y)], [P7t\)] '■ l e ^+ > y e T) ■ A typical element of H is of the form [pts,p)]-l[p{t,j)] = [p^lP)p{t,y)] where {s, p), {t, y) e S.
The function P(S,p) has domain G+xT and range (G n [s, oo)) x T and is given by{r,a)p(s,fi) = (r + s,apf{r,s)).
Its inverse has domain (Gfl[i, oo)) x T and range G+xT and is given by (r, a)p[slfi) = {r-s, apf(r -s , s)).
Thus p7xp)P(t,y) has domain (Gn[s, oo)) x T and is given by {r><*)P(slfi)P(t,y) = (r-s>aPf(r-s>s))P(t,y) = {r-s + t, apyf{r -5, s)f(r -s, t)). Thus, as a set, H can be identified with the set GxT (by identifying [p(t,y)] with (t, y) and [p7,\\] with (-/, y)). Since // is a group, the above identification induces a group structure on GxT.
Our goal now is to write out explicitly the multiplication table for GxT.
The domain of P(S,p)P7txy) is the set of all (r, a) e G+xT such that r+s > t and we have (r, a)P(s,fi)P(t)y) = (r + s,aPf(r, s))p^t]y)
(o) '-= (r + s -t, apyf{r, s)f(r + s-t,t)).
It s > t then (1) implies f(r, s)f(r + s-t,t) = f(r,s-t)f(s-t,t)
and (8) P{s]p)P{tl,y) = (P(t,y)P(s,P))~1 = P(t+s,yPf(t,s)) ■ Putting together (6), (7), (9)- (12), we have the following multiplication table  for GxT: ' {s + t, pyf(s, t)) ifs>0, t>0, (s + t,pyf(-t,-s)) ifs<0, t<0, (s B)(t v)=\ (s + t'Pyfi-S't + s)) Vs<0, t>0, t>-s, \{s + t,fiyf{t,-s-t)) ifs<0, t>0, t<-s, {s + t, Pyf(s + t, -t)) ifs>0, t<0, s>-t, . {s + t, pyf(-t -s,s)) if 5 > 0, t < 0, s < -t.
Now define a map /: G x G -> T by the relation {s,P){t,y) = {s + t,Pyf{s,t)) for s, t e G and P, y e T. It is clear that / is Borel-measurable and extends /. Furthermore, the associativity of the group operation of G x T implies that / is a multiplier. If / is symmetric then the group G x T is abelian. This implies / is symmetric. D
Remarks. As a consequence, we obtain a new proof of Arveson's result that says that every multiplier / on R+ is trivial [1, §2] . Indeed this result follows from the above fact that / can be extended to a multiplier on R and the fact that every multiplier on R is trivial [7] . 
